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What the …. Is this. 
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tag[s]: art by the not exactly homeless?, a shortage of my postings while my next publication stays rough 

and still gets edited by me shouldn’t leave you starving, yes that means the local librarians want you to 

starve; since I have you know uh also worked in the past … art statements about local deployment 

cultures and deployment cultures; interesting adjuncts to traditional reports, test for cited: real Vietnam 

veterans; upcoming publications announced more-so, political theology  

 

 

  the supposed postal man from cited: the postal office of u.s.a. ? 

has been stalking me at all times of night; and day; and who wouldn’t stalk me; yeah right; pretending in 

various uniforms; that he is an authority figure. Can we say unhealthy fixation; and I’ve always avoided 

speaking to him. 

  There was damper environment when along with other local “authorities” he had turned to be a new 

trashman; who didn’t use trash vehicles like are standard in our country; but instead drives his own van 

or something; and digs through trashcans near anywhere I am. I’m not sure but I think this is a form of 

anti-Semitism pronounced; like ew! You uh, can’t throw away trash anywhere you are; and instead the 
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anti-Semite will steal the trash from the can; even in public; as everyone watches; unfortunately, 

perhaps for this need to be filled in a racial prejudicial method; I’m not actually Jewish; and it is me to 

start off with who he stalks. Then the local “cops” attempt to gang rape me in the bathroom as local 

“women” watch. Of course I’m never going to be raped. How paradoxical it is that I was born or uh 

started with a vagina and uterus in tact.  

To the glee of the most dishonest and immoral and unethical pastors groups around but it might not be 

every single one of them so seriously in the jewish cultural way: good luck to the rest; what like I’m God? 

Their non-qualifying dreams have come true and the h-less people have gotten away from the rain in 

hotels that I think I pay for [yes, but I earn no money; good reminder] along with some others; while the 

people deployed as h-less have been getting drenched when for example, the rain starts, and they have 

already fallen asleep; not always uh rising to it. In any case, this has created a wonderful flower basked 

no basket that that the stalker and or stalk-rs is-r sure to take credit for. I’m sure the flower basket 

which shall turn into what; is worth $16 million dollars.  

Who made it. 

& more importantly, perhaps how long did it take; and can you see it.  
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